ABSTRACT Let ( ; x) be an eigenpair of the Hermitian matrix A of order n and let ( ; u) be a Ritz pair from a subspace K of C 2 . Saad has given a simple inequality bounding sin \(x; u) in terms of sin \(x; K). In this note we show that this inequality can be extended to an equally simple inequality for eigenspaces of non-Hermitian matrices. 
Let A a be a Hermitian matrix of order n. If n is very large, we will not be able to compute the eigensystem of A and must be content with computing a few of its eigenpairs. The usual methods for doing this | e.g., the Lanzcos and Jacobi{Davidson methods | produce a sequence of subspaces K k that contain increasingly accurate approximations to the eigenvectors in question. Approximations to the corresponding eigenpairs of A are extracted from K by computing Ritz pairs ( ; u) de ned by the conditions 1: u 2 K k ; 2: Au ? u ? K k : (1) It is easy to see that if K k is an orthonormal basis for K k , then every Ritz pair ( ; u) has the form K k y, where K H k AK k y = y. 1 Saad 2, Theorem 4.6] has proven the following theorem relating eigenpairs of A to Ritz pairs. For now we drop the subscript on K k . Theorem 1 (Saad) . Let ( ; x) be an eigenpair of A and ( ; u) be a Ritz pair with respect to the subspace K. Let In what follows we will use canonical angles to measure the distance between subspaces. Speci cally, let (L; X) be an eigenpair of A and let W be an orthonormal basis for the orthogonal complement of K. Then the singular values of W H X are the sines of the canonical angles between K and X. For more on canonical angles, see 3].
It will be easier to establish our generalization of Saad's theorem if we change our coordinate system to one in which the matrices bearing the canonical angles appear explicitly. As above, let (M; U) be a Ritz pair lying in K. Let 
The right-hand side (3) can be bounded above as follows: We now will transform this inequality back into the original coordinate system. Clearly, = kP K A(I ? P K )k. The quantity sep appears to depend on the choices of the bases X and V . However, because k k is unitarily invariant, it is easy to show that in fact it depends only on the subspaces spanned by X and V . Hence we will de ne sep(V; X) = inf
where V and X are arbitrary orthonormal bases for V and X.
We are now in a position to state our nal result. This theorem is an exact analogue of Theorem 1. The major di erence is the replacement of by sep(V; X). This latter quantity is bounded above by the physical separation of the spectra of M and L, but it can be much smaller. If A is Hermitian and we use the Frobenius norm, then it is the physical separation, so that our generalization reduces to Theorem 1. This is not generally true of the 2-norm unless one assumes that the eigenvalues of X H AX lie inside an interval and the eigenvalues of V T AV lie outside that interval or vice versa (see 3, Lemma V.3.5]).
We now return to the case where we have a sequence K k of subspaces having increasingly accurate approximations to the eigenspace X; i.e., sin \(X ; K k ) ! 0. Theorem 2 is not strong enough to formally prove the convergence of Ritz pairs from the K k . There are two reasons. First, the theorem does not single out any one of the many possible Ritz pairs, so that one must be chosen by ad-hoc methods. Second, the quantity sep(V k ; X) may converge to zero, something that we cannot check, since we do not know X.
A treatment of these problems is given in 1]. We should stress, however, that they not of great concern in practice. Typically the person doing the computation will have predetermined the eigenpairs he or she wants| e.g., the eigenpairs with largest real parts | and this will direct the choice of Ritz pairs. Moreover, as the Ritz pairs converge, they can be used to approximate sep(V k ; X), which is Lipschitz continuous with constant one.
